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Abstract: In a previously published transmission technique known as subcarrier index-power modulated optical OFDM (SIPM-OOFDM), a new subcarrier index-power (SIP) information-bearing dimension is introduced to enable SIPM-OOFDM to carry one extra information bit per subcarrier. As a significantly improved variant of SIPM-OOFDM, in this paper, a novel signal transmission technique termed multi-level subcarrier index-power modulated OOFDM (ML-SIPM-OOFDM) is proposed and extensively explored, for the first time, which utilises four predefined subcarrier power levels to convey two extra information bits per subcarrier in the SIP information-bearing dimension. Extensive explorations of ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission performance characteristics are undertaken, based on which optimum key transceiver parameters are identified. For cost-sensitive intensity-modulation and direct-detection (IMDD) passive optical network (PON) systems, it is shown that, compared to SIPM-OOFDM, ML-SIPM-OOFDM improves the signal transmission bit rate by 30%. In addition, in comparison with conventional OOFDM, a 13% increase in ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal transmission bit rate is also feasible without degrading the minimum received optical power required for achieving a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$. Moreover, further 9% and 10% ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal transmission bit rate enhancements are also achievable when use is made of adaptive bit loading and subcarrier count doubling, respectively.

Index Terms: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), signal modulation and passive optical network (PON).

1. Introduction

The continuous growth of data network traffic associated with a large number of emerging bandwidth-hungry Internet applications and services is the fundamental driving force for the proposition of advanced high-speed and spectrally efficient transmission techniques. Recent years have seen great efforts made to improve both signal transmission bit rate and spectral efficiency by extensively exploiting numerous signal multiplexing schemes [1-4], high-order signal modulation formats [5] and appropriate combinations of both [6]. Sophisticated signal multiplexing schemes such as polarization division multiplexing (PDM) [1,2], mode division multiplexing (MDM) [3] and space division multiplexing (SDM) [4] often require expensive optical components and/or highly complex transceiver architectures. On the other hand, the utilisation of high-order signal modulation formats escalates the demand for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), thus leading to a rapidly increasing transceiver cost. As such, neither sophisticated signal multiplexing schemes nor high-order signal modulation formats alone are preferable for cost-sensitive passive optical networks (PONs) of interest in the present paper. For PON application scenarios, apart from the achievement of broad transmission bandwidth and high spectral efficiency in a cost-effective manner, the delivery of network operation-related features should also be addressed, which include, for example, adaptability, flexibility, backward compatibility, elasticity and power consumption efficiency.

Over the past decade, digital signal processing (DSP)-rich orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has gained overwhelming R&D interest worldwide because of its unique signal transmission and networking features including, for example, automatic awareness of channel spectral characteristics, excellent performance adaptability to component/system/network imperfections, high spectral efficiency, dynamically variable signal transmission bit rate versus reach performance, and DSP-enabled transceiver networking functionalities of online channel multiplexing/demultiplexing in the digital domain [6]. As a direct result, a number of OFDM variants have emerged for various application scenarios [7,8]. One important variant is subcarrier index modulated OFDM (SIM-OFDM) [9]-[11] where subcarrier index is utilized as an extra information-bearing dimension to carry user information, i.e., a subcarrier is activated or deactivated according to an incoming data sequence, thus the resulting on-and-off subcarrier pattern within an OFDM symbol also bears user information. Compared to conventional OFDM, SIM-OFDM considerably improves the system bit error rate (BER) performance due to
subcarrier power reallocation, i.e., the power originally allocated to inactive subcarriers is equally redistributed amongst active ones. Therefore the power allocated to each active subcarrier is increased, thus resulting in the improved BER performance. However, in comparison with conventional OFDM, for a specific signal modulation format adopted, SIM-OFDM almost halves the achievable signal transmission bit rate and spectral efficiency, since nearly half of the subcarriers are deactivated. In addition, SIM-OFDM also suffers from the strong error propagation effect caused by the wrong detection of subcarrier power levels at the receiver.

As an attempt to address the aforementioned technical challenges associated with SIM-OFDM, very recently, subcarrier index-power modulated optical OFDM (SIPM-OFDM) [12] has been proposed for use in cost-sensitive PON systems based on intensity-modulation and direct-detection (IMDD). In SIPM-OFDM, the combined subcarrier index and subcarrier power acts as an extra information-carrying dimension, here referred to as subcarrier index-power (SIP) information-bearing dimension, with each subcarrier set at a low or high power according to an incoming data sequence. The resulting high and low subcarrier power pattern within an OFDM symbol enables not only all the subcarriers to be activated all the time, but also one extra information bit per subcarrier to be conveyed in the SIP information-bearing dimension. Therefore, compared to SIM-OFDM, SIPM-OFDM significantly enhances both spectral efficiency and signal transmission bit rate without compromising the minimum SNR of the SIPM-OFDM signal required for achieving a specific BER. More recently, SIPM-OFDM with superposition multiplexing (SIPM-OFDM-SPM) [13] has also been proposed and investigated, in which superposition multiplexing passively adds different signal modulation format-encoded complex numbers and assigns the sum to a high power subcarrier. Compared to SIPM-OFDM, SIPM-OFDM-SPM enables more effective usage of all high power subcarriers. On the other hand, both SIPM-OFDM and SIPM-OFDM-SPM are also capable of significantly reducing the error propagation effect [12,13]. Here it should also be pointed out, in particular, that SIPM-OFDM and SIPM-OFDM-SPM utilise just two subcarrier power levels to carry only one extra information bit per subcarrier in the SIP information-bearing dimension.

In this paper, we propose, for the first time, a significantly improved variant of both SIPM-OFDM and SIPM-OFDM-SPM, termed multi-level subcarrier index-power modulated OFDM (ML-SIPM-OFDM), in which four subcarrier power levels are employed to enable each subcarrier to carry two extra information bits in the SIP information-bearing dimension. Similar to SIPM-OFDM and SIPM-OFDM-SPM, all subcarriers are still active, each of which within a symbol is set at one of the four predefined power levels according to an incoming data sequence. Following that, the corresponding subcarrier is encoded using one of the following four signal modulation formats: binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 8-phase shift keying (8-PSK) and 16-phase shift keying (16-PSK). Generally speaking, a high (low) signal modulation format is taken on a high (low) power subcarrier. To further improve the signal transmission bit rate and system adaptability, adaptive bit loading (ABL) [14] is also applicable in ML-SIPM-OFDM. Furthermore, in comparison with SIPM-OFDM-SPM, ML-SIPM-OFDM also reduces the data de-mapping function complexity in the receiver and still maintains the highly efficient usage of high power subcarriers.

For typical IMDD PON systems, it is shown that ML-SIPM-OFDM enables a 30% improvement in signal transmission bit rate compared to QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OFDM. In addition, in comparison with 16-PSK-encoded conventional OFDM, ML-SIPM-OFDM enhances the signal transmission bit rate by 13% without degrading the minimum received optical power required at a BER of 1.0×10⁻³. Moreover, further 9% and 10% ML-SIPM-OFDM transmission bit rate enhancements are also feasible when use is made of ABL and subcarrier count doubling, respectively. Finally, ML-SIPM-OFDM also has a unique feature, i.e., subcarrier count-dependent signal transmission bit rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 ML-SIPM-OFDM Encoding Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIP Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRBS Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*without adaptive bit loading*

2. **ML-SIPM-OFDM Operating Principle**

The ML-SIPM-OFDM operating principle is similar to the previously reported SIPM-OFDM technique [12], except that the DSP functions for data encoding (decoding) in the ML-SIPM-OFDM transmitter (receiver) are
considerably modified as detailed below. In addition, to distinguish the received power level of each individual subcarrier in the ML-SIPM-OOFDM receiver, training sequence-based new DSP functions are also developed to detect the subcarrier power status and subsequently calculate three corresponding subcarrier power thresholds for each subcarrier.

\[ P_{T_j} = \frac{P_{j+1} + P_j}{2} \quad j = 1, 2, 3 \]  

(1)

In the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmitter, the four subcarrier power levels are referred to as \( P_1, P_2, P_3 \) and \( P_4 \) to represent the first, second, third and fourth subcarrier power level, respectively. For simplicity, these subcarrier power levels are assumed to satisfy \( P_{1,2,3} > P_4 \) with \( j=1,2,3 \). To encode an incoming pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) stream, when “00 (01)” bits are encountered, the corresponding subcarrier power is set at \( P_1 (P_2) \), and the following 1(2) bits of the PRBS stream are truncated and subsequently encoded using BPSK (QPSK), as presented in Table 1. The resulting BPSK (QPSK)-encoded complex number is finally assigned to the subcarrier. On the other hand, when “10 (11)” bits are encountered in the PRBS stream, the corresponding subcarrier power is set at \( P_3 (P_4) \), and the following 3(4) bits of the PRBS stream are truncated and subsequently encoded using 8-PSK (16-PSK). The resulting 8-PSK (16-PSK)-encoded complex number is assigned to the subcarrier. Such data-encoding procedures ensure that all the information-bearing subcarriers are always active, and more importantly, each information-bearing subcarrier is capable of carrying not only two extra bits per subcarrier in the SIP information-bearing dimension but also relevant information bit(s) in the conventional subcarrier-information-bearing dimension. Examples concerning the above-described encoding procedures are illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), and the overall ML-SIPM-OOFDM constellation is also presented in Fig. 1(c). Here it is worth mentioning the following two aspects: i) A specific subcarrier contained in an individual ML-SIPM-OOFDM symbol is encoded by randomly utilising one of these four signal modulation formats. For a long PRBS stream, the probability of encoding a specific signal modulation format on any subcarrier is 0.25. This implies that the occurrence probability of a particular constellation point presented in Fig. 1(c) is different for different signal modulation format. This is verified in Fig. 7; ii) apart from the 30 constellation points, each of these four subcarrier power levels in Fig. 1(c) can also be regarded as “a constellation point”, as it is capable of carrying two extra information bits in the SIP information-bearing dimension.

In the ML-SIPM-OOFDM receiver, to distinguish the received power level of each individual subcarrier, DSP functions for performing both subcarrier power level detection and subcarrier threshold calculation are implemented by making use of a training sequence that is periodically inserted into the PRBS stream in the transmitter. These DSP functions are located between the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and channel estimation/equalization. For a specific subcarrier, its \( j \)-th subcarrier power threshold, \( P_{r,j} \), is calculated using the formula expressed below.

\[ P_{r,j} = \frac{P_{j+1} + P_j}{2} \quad j = 1, 2, 3 \]  

(1)
For each subcarrier of the same frequency, $P_{r_j}$ is averaged over time to reduce the channel noise effect. These three subcarrier power thresholds are utilized to recover the extra information bits conveyed in the SIP information-bearing dimension. Furthermore, these subcarrier power thresholds are also employed to determine the signal modulation format taken on the subcarrier in the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension, as shown in Table I. Prior to decoding and recovering the information bits conveyed by the subcarrier in the conventional subcarrier-information-bearing dimension, channel estimation and equalization [15] are also performed using the same received training sequence. As a direct result of the system frequency response roll-off effect associated with typical IMDD PON systems, both $P_i$ and $P_{r_j}$ are subcarrier index-dependent.

From the above-described ML-SIPM-OOFDM operating principle, it is easy to understand that the maximum ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate is subcarrier count-dependent, this is in sharp contrast to conventional OOFDM. For an IMDD transmission system, the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate, $R_b$, can be mathematically expressed as:

$$R_b = \frac{f_i \sum_{j=1}^{N-1} (2 + b_j)}{N(1 + \alpha)}$$

where $f_i$ is the sampling rate of the digital-to-analogue converter (DAC)/analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), $b_j$ represents the number of bits conveyed by the i-th subcarrier in the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension, 2 reflects the extra 2 information bits carried by the subcarrier in the SIP information-bearing dimension, $N$ is the total number of subcarriers per symbol, and $\alpha$ is the coefficient introduced to take into account the signal transmission bit rate reduction due to cyclic prefix and training sequence.

![ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal encoding and decoding processes and major DSP functions incorporated in the receiver.](image)

Fig. 2. ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal encoding and decoding processes and major DSP functions incorporated in the receiver.

To summarize the above-described ML-SIPM-OOFDM operating principle, Fig. 2 is presented, where the signal encoding and decoding processes in both the SIP information-bearing dimension and the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension are illustrated using two decision-tree-like diagrams. In addition, major DSP functions incorporated in the receiver are also included in the same figure.

To effectively combat the IMDD-induced channel fading effect in a cost-effective manner, ABL widely adopted in conventional OOFDM [15,16] is also applicable in ML-SIPM-OOFDM IMDD PON systems. To apply ABL in ML-SIPM-OOFDM, the subcarrier power level to be selected still depends on the incoming data sequence, and the aforementioned data coding and decoding procedures in the SIP information-bearing dimension remain unchanged. Whilst in the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension, use can be made of an approach almost identical to conventional OOFDM [15,16], i.e., according to transmission channel spectral characteristics, negotiations between the transmitter and the receiver are undertaken to determine the highest signal modulation format that can be taken on each subcarrier in order to maximize the signal transmission bit rate at an overall channel BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-7}$. As a direct result, each subcarrier at a specific power level no longer corresponds to only a single fixed modulation format specified in Table I; instead, for a subcarrier at a specific power level, the corresponding signal modulation format may vary from BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, to 16-PSK, depending upon the channel spectral characteristics. Here, an important exception worth mentioning is that, for the vast majority of cases, high-order signal modulation formats such as 8-PSK and 16-PSK cannot be taken on subcarriers having the first and second power levels, since these relatively low subcarrier power levels considerably reduce the minimum Euclidean distances of these signal modulation formats.
3. Optimisations of Key Transceiver Parameters

3.1. ML-SIPM-OOFDM Transceiver Architecture and IMDD PON System

The ML-SIPM-OOFDM transceiver architecture and the IMDD PON transmission system considered in this paper are illustrated in Fig. 3. As seen in this figure, the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmitter consists of several DSP functions that are identical to those employed in SIPM-OOFDM [12], SIPM-OOFDM-SPM [13] and conventional OOFDM [14,15,16]. These identical DSP functions include, for example, PRBS stream generation, training sequence insertion, as well as the arrangement of all encoded information-bearing subcarriers to satisfy the Hermitian symmetry with respect to their conjugate counterparts to ensure the generation of real-valued OFDM symbols after performing the inverse FFT (IFFT). In particular, new DSP functions are also included to perform the ML-SIPM-OOFDM data-encoding operations described in Section 2. In addition, for a specific transmission system, an ABL DSP function is also implemented to ensure the adaptation of highest possible signal modulation formats on any subcarriers in the conventional subcarrier information-carrying dimension. At the output of the IFFT, cyclic prefix addition and digital-to-analogue conversion are undertaken to produce a final electrical signal, which is then utilised to drive an optical intensity modulator to perform the electrical-to-optical (E-O)
conversion. To explicitly highlight the salient performance features of the proposed technique, throughout this paper, an ideal optical intensity modulator is considered, which produces an optical output signal, $s_o(t)$, having an amplitude waveform governed by

$$s_o(t) = \sqrt{s_e(t)}$$

(3)

where $s_e(t)>0$ is the electrical driving current of the ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal with a corresponding optimum DC bias current being added.

A standard single-mode fibre (SSMF) simulation model based on the widely adopted split-step Fourier method is adopted to model the propagation of optical signals over the IMDD PON systems [17]. In the SSMF simulation model, the effects of linear loss, chromatic dispersion and Kerr effect-induced dependence of the refractive index upon optical power are also included [17].

After fibre transmissions, the optical signal is converted to the electrical domain by a square-law photodetector subject to both shot and thermal noise. These two noise effects are simulated following the procedures similar to those presented in [17]. As illustrated in Fig.3, the major receiver DSP functions include: detection of the training sequence, cyclic prefix removal, FFT for generating complex-valued frequency domain subcarriers utilizing received real-valued time domain symbols, subcarrier power detection, subcarrier power threshold calculation, recovery of information bits conveyed in the SIP information-bearing dimension, channel estimation and equalization, recovery of data carried in the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension, as well as analysis of individual subcarrier BERs and overall channel BERs.

To numerically simulate the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission performance over the IMDD PON system of interest in the present paper, the adopted key transceiver and system parameters are listed in Table 2. Unless stated explicitly in the corresponding text, these parameters are utilised as default throughout this paper. Our numerical simulation results also show that ML-SIPM-OOFDM and SIPM-OOFDM have almost same peak-to-average power ratios (PAPRs). As a direct result, an optimum clipping ratio of 12dB (listed in Table 2) is identical to that optimised in the SIPM-OOFDM transceivers [12].

### 3.2. Optimizations of Subcarrier Power Levels

Due to the fact that each information-bearing subcarrier contains one of the four predefined different power levels, it is therefore envisaged that the adaptation of optimum subcarrier power levels pays a vital role in determining the maximum achievable ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission performance. As such in this section special attention is first given to optimizing these subcarrier power levels. It is easy to understand that the received absolute optimum subcarrier power at the j-th level, $P_j$, varies with subcarrier index because of the channel fading effect. To take into account such an effect, in the following optimisation process, instead of employing an absolute subcarrier power level, use is made of a subcarrier power level ratio, $PR_j$ defined as

$$PR_j = \frac{P_j}{P_1} \text{ for } j=2,3,4$$

(4)

For simplicity, in the transmitter $P_t = 1$ is assumed regardless of subcarrier index. Such treatment is valid because channel equalization in the receiver is always conducted on subcarrier basis. In addition, for simplicity without loss of generality, in the optimisation process, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels are also considered and ABL is excluded.

The adopted numerical optimization procedures are outlined as follows:

1. A subcarrier power level ratio parameter set, $\{b_i\} = \{PR_2, PR_3, PR_4\} = \{3, 5, 7\}$, is adopted as the initial input parameter values.
2. Numerical simulations are undertaken with the first element, $PR_2$, varying within a reasonable range, and all other parameters fixed at their original values. An optimum $PR_2$ is obtained when a minimum overall channel BER is reached.
3. Numerical simulations are then performed by simultaneously considering the following two conditions: a) the next element in $\{b_i\}$ is selected to vary within a reasonable range, and b) all the previously adopted elements in $\{b_i\}$ remain unchanged except that the elements optimised in this iteration are fixed at their optimum values. An optimum value of the selected element is obtained when a minimum overall channel BER is reached.
4. Step 3 repeats until all the elements contained in $\{b_i\}$ are optimised.
5. By making use of the newly generated parameter set $\{b_i\}$, Step 2, Step 3 and Step 4 are repeated to produce a further updated version of $\{b_i\}$. Such iterative procedure continues until <2% variations of all the elements in $\{b_i\}$ are reached with respect to their corresponding values obtained in last iteration.
Based on the above-mentioned optimisation procedure, after just 3 iterations, the final optimum subcarrier power level ratios are identified, which are PR₂ = 2.79, PR₃ = 4.66 and PR₄ = 6.64. Furthermore, by making use of Eq.(1) and P₁ = 1, the three optimum subcarrier power thresholds can also be deduced easily, which are Pᵣ₁ = 1.90, Pᵣ₂ = 3.73, and Pᵣ₃ = 5.65. These six optimum parameters are taken as default values throughout the paper.

To explicitly demonstrate how the overall channel BER performance varies as a function of individual subcarrier power level ratio, Fig. 4 is plotted, where the electrical AWGN channels are considered and the input ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal SNRs are fixed at 18dB. In obtaining each of these three figures, except for the variable subcarrier power level ratio, all other two remaining subcarrier power level ratios are fixed at their optimum values. It is shown in Fig. 4 that for all the cases considered, the overall channel BERs grow with increasing offsets from their optimum values. The occurrence of these optimum subcarrier power level ratios is mainly due to the combined effects of the following three physical mechanisms:

- A variation in the power difference between two adjacent subcarrier power levels alters the accuracy in detecting the received subcarrier power status. This directly affects the BERs corresponding to both the SIP information-bearing dimension and the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension via error propagation.

- A variation in the subcarrier power level alters the minimum Euclidean distance of the corresponding signal modulation format taken on the subcarrier. This directly affects BERs because of errors occurring in the conventional subcarrier information-bearing dimension.

- A change to one subcarrier power level causes relevant alterations to all other subcarrier power levels across all subcarriers, as the total ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal power always remains constant.

By making use of the abovementioned physical mechanisms, it is very easy to understand the occurrence of optimum subcarrier power level ratios in both Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b). In Fig.4(c), for subcarrier power level ratios lower than 6.64, the BER grows with decreasing subcarrier power level ratio, this mainly results from the fast reduction in the minimum Euclidean distance of the 16-PSK constellation. Whilst for subcarrier power level ratios larger than 6.64, the observed BER increase with increasing subcarrier power level ratio occurs because of the fixed electrical signal power-induced reductions in minimum Euclidean distance for the BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK constellations.

4. ML-SIPM-OOFDM Transmission Performance

After having completed the optimisations of key transceiver parameters in Section 3, the thrust of this section is to explore the maximum achievable ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission performance over various transmission systems. In addition, the impacts of subcarrier count and ABL are also investigated on the achievable ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate versus reach performances.

By making use of the transceiver parameters listed in Table 2 and the optimum parameters identified in Section 3, the maximum achievable signal transmission bit rates of SIPM-OOFDM, conventional OFDM encoded with QPSK, 8-PSK and 16-PSK, as well as ML-SIPM-OOFDM can be calculated very easily, which are summarized in Table 3, where the average number of bits transmitted per subcarrier is also listed for each transmission technique considered. It can be seen in Table 3 that the proposed technique gives rise to a signal transmission bit rate of 26.80Gb/s, which significantly exceeds 16-PSK-encoded OOFDM and QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OOFDM by approximately 13% and 30%, respectively. The fact that ML-SIPM-OOFDM has the
ability of significantly outperforming any of these previously published transmission techniques encoded using similar signal modulation formats implies that for a specific transmission system, the ML-SIPM-OOFDM-induced improvement in signal transmission bit rate does not compromise considerably the system power budget, as discussed in Section 4.1.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5.** Overall channel BER performance versus signal SNR over AWGN channels for ML-SIPM-OOFDM, SIPM-OOFDM and conventional OOFDM encoded using QPSK, 8-PSK and 16-PSK.

### 4.1 ML-SIPM-OOFDM Transmission Performances over AWGN Channels and IMDD PON Systems

For achieving specific BERs, the impacts of ML-SIPM-OOFDM on minimum required electrical signal SNR over AWGN channels are presented in Fig. 5, where BER performance comparisons are made between QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OOFDM, conventional OOFDM uniformly encoded with QPSK, 8-PSK and 16-PSK, as well as ML-SIPM-OOFDM. To clearly distinguish the influence of the error propagation effect on minimum required signal SNR at a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-4}$, an error propagation-free ML-SIPM-OOFDM BER curve is also computed and subsequently plotted in Fig. 5. Based on the approach reported in [12], in computing the error propagation-free curve, the signal modulation format taken on each individual subcarrier is first compared between the transmitter and the receiver. A signal modulation format difference indicates the occurrence of a subcarrier power detection error. When such an error occurs, the corresponding error bits conveyed in the SIP information-carrying dimension are removed, and also a corresponding number of random bits is added (removed) when a lower (higher) signal modulation format is detected in the receiver compared to the transmitter. To highlight the ML-SIPM-associated impacts, ABL is excluded for all the cases presented in Fig. 5.

As expected, it is very interesting to note in Fig. 5 that the 26.80Gb/s ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal has an overall BER developing trend very similar to a 23.73Gb/s 16-PSK-encoded conventional OOFDM signal, and between these two signals, there exists a SNR difference as small as 1.0dB at a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-4}$. In addition, in the same figure, a very similar SNR difference is also observed between QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OOFDM and 8-PSK-encoded OOFDM.

Furthermore, by comparing the ML-SIPM-OOFDM BER curves between the cases of including and excluding the error propagation effect, it is easy to find in Fig. 5 that the error propagation effect introduces an approximately 2.6dB SNR penalty. More importantly, compared to conventional OOFDM encoded using 16-PSK, error propagation-free ML-SIPM-OOFDM gives rise to a SNR gain as large as 1.7dB. The physical origin of the 1.7dB SNR gain is mainly due to the fact that 16-PSK is just taken randomly on a relatively small portion of the information-carrying subcarriers in ML-SIPM-OOFDM, thus resulting in an increase in the overall minimum Euclidean distances of all signal modulation formats taken on other subcarriers because of the constant signal power employed. The above results suggest that ML-SIPM-OOFDM has great potential of not only considerably improving the signal transmission bit rate, but also significantly decreasing the minimum required signal SNR, when the present simple subcarrier power detection algorithms are modified to effectively minimise the error propagation effect.

The BER performance of 26.80Gb/s ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal transmission over 25km SSMF IMDD PON systems is presented in Fig. 6, where the BER performances are also shown for 20.77Gb/s QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OOFDM signals, 23.73Gb/s 16-PSK OOFDM signals, 17.80Gb/s 8-PSK OOFDM signals, as well as 11.87Gb/s QPSK-OOFDM signals. In numerically simulating Fig. 6, the optical launch powers are taken to be -9dBm and once again ABL is excluded. Fig. 5 shows that ML-SIPM-OOFDM has a very similar BER performance to 16-PSK OOFDM, and
between these two transmission techniques there exists a received optical power difference of approximately 0.5dB at a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$. This agrees very well with the corresponding electrical SNR difference observed in Fig.5. Such phenomenon implies that the ML-SIPM-introduced 13% increase in signal transmission bit rate just causes approximately 0.5dB changes to both the received optical power and optical power budget at a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$. In addition, our simulation results also show that compared to 16-PSK OOFDM, ML-SIPM-OOFDM does not degrade the system performance tolerances to fibre chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity. Such behaviours are very similar to those discussed in detail in [12], thus corresponding system performance tolerance results are not presented in this paper.

The representative overall ML-SIPM-OOFDM constellation obtained after equalization at a BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ is illustrated in Fig. 7, after 25km SSMF IMDD PON transmission subject to an optical launch power of -9dBm. In Fig. 7, the sizes of the constellation points associated with relatively low signal modulation formats are larger than those corresponding to relatively high signal modulation formats, this is because the occurrence probability of a specific constellation point of the low signal modulation format is higher than that corresponding to the high signal modulation format because all the signal modulation formats are encoded at an equal probability.

4.2. Impacts of ABL and Subcarrier Count

The effectiveness of utilising ABL in improving the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission data rate is explored in Fig.8, where maximum achievable ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate versus reach performances for fixed optical launch powers of -9dBm are presented for two cases of including and excluding ABL. In implementing ABL, for a given transmission distance, negotiations between the transmitter and the receiver take place to determine the highest signal modulation format that can be taken on each individual subcarrier under the condition that the overall channel BER of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ is still satisfied. As already stated in Section 2, depending upon the channel spectral response experienced by a subcarrier, any power level of a subcarrier may be encoded using signal modulation formats varying from BPSK, to QPSK, to 8-PSK and to 16-PSK. Furthermore, for long transmission
distances, the strong channel fading effect may cause high frequency subcarriers to suffer from excessive errors even if the lowest signal modulation formats are taken on them. When such a situation occurs, those high frequency subcarriers are dropped completely.

It is shown in Fig. 8 that for IMDD PON transmission distances up to 100km, ABL is capable of improving the ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate by approximately 9%, and such improvement is transmission distance-independent. These simulated behaviours agree extremely well with OOFDM experimental measurements reported in [18]. The agreements not only confirm the validity and accuracy of the numerical simulations presented here, but also imply the ML-SIPM-OOFDM capability of perfectly preserving the effectiveness of ABL regardless of transmission distance. On the other hand, very similar to ABL, adaptive power loading (APL) also results in almost identical signal transmission bit rate improvements for ML-SIPM-OOFDM, SIPM-OOFDM and conventional OOFDM. The impact of APL is, however, not shown in the present paper as detailed discussions has already been made in [12, 15].

As discussed in Section 2, the achievable ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate is a function of subcarrier count. To gain an in-depth understanding of the subcarrier count-dependent ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate for various transmission distances, Fig. 9 is presented, in which the optical launch powers are fixed at -9dBm and ABL is also applied for all the cases. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that an approximately 10% transmission bit rate enhancement is feasible when the subcarrier count is doubled. As an example, for any transmission distances in Fig. 9, an increase of almost 30% in ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate is achievable when increasing the subcarrier count from 16 to 128. In addition, the large subcarrier count-induced transmission bit rate improvement is also independent of transmission distance, as the transmission bit rate curves for different transmission distances exhibit parallel developing trends, as seen in Fig. 9.

Very similar to ABL and APL, the large subcarrier count-enabled enhancement in ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate does not comprise the system power budget. In practical transmission system design, the management of ML-SIPM-OOFDM subcarrier count may provide an effective means to dynamically and adaptively trade the achievable signal transmission bit rate with available transceiver DSP logic resources.

5. Conclusions

As a significantly improved variant of the previously proposed SIPM-OOFDM technique capable of just carrying one extra information bit per subcarrier in the newly introduced SIP information-bearing dimension, ML-SIPM-OOFDM has been proposed and numerically investigated extensively, for the first time, which simultaneously conveys four subcarrier power level-supported two extra information bits in the SIP information-bearing dimension. Extensive explorations of ML-SIPM-OOFDM performance characteristics have been undertaken, based on which optimum key transceiver parameters are identified. For cost-sensitive IMDD SSMF PON systems, it has been shown that, compared to QPSK/8-PSK-encoded SIPM-OOFDM, ML-SIPM-OOFDM improves the signal transmission bit rate by 30%. In addition, in comparison with conventional OOFDM encoded using 16-PSK, a 13% increase in ML-SIPM-OOFDM signal transmission bit rate is also feasible without degrading the minimum required received optical power at a BER of $1.0\times10^{-3}$. Moreover, our results have also indicated that further 9% and 10% ML-SIPM-OOFDM transmission bit rate enhancements are also achievable when use is made of ABL and subcarrier count doubling, respectively.
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